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|  By Steven Struhl 

 

 

J ust when we were starting to feel com-

fortable with our state of confusion 

about statistics, another remarkably powerful set of 

analytical methods with new rules has appeared. 

They are variously called Bayes nets, Bayesian 

networks, Bayesian belief networks and probabilis-

tic structural equations—and generally, computa-

tional tools to model uncertainty. 

Importantly for us, they work in many practi-

cal applications and often work better than other 

methods. 

Bayes nets can quickly focus on important 

variables, show how variables are connected, what 

the importances of variables are with terrific accu-

racy, and build models with strong predictive 

power. They even bring us closer to what may ap-

proximate the Holy Grail in research: showing 

clear linkages between survey data and market 

share. 

Bayes nets have many remarkable capabilities 

and, inevitably and unfortunately, some new termi-

nology. We will need two installments to cover 

their basic functions and to give some examples of 

how they work. In this month's article we cover 

some background, including what Bayes nets do 

and what makes a Bayes net Bayesian. We will 

touch on some of the ground rules and then discuss 

the central concept of conditional probability. 

To show how conditional probability can 

solve problems that really elude us intuitively, we 

will see how reliable a witness actually is when he 

says he saw an accident. Then we will solve the 

famous (or infamous) Monty Hall Let's Make a 

Deal problem in which you will get to decide 

whether to stick with the door you chose or switch to a differ-

ent one. 

The answers will surprise you! 

We will round out this installment with some more basics, 

discussing networks and the value of information, and finally 

will compare networks with regressions. 

In the next installment we will get to the examples, show-

ing the remarkable powers of these networks in practical 

applications. We will first show how a network automatically 

found logical and informative patterns of relationships in 

questions from a typical big, messy questionnaire. We will 

conclude with a network linking questionnaire questions to 

market share with over 70 percent correct prediction levels. 

This example strongly suggests that Bayes nets may well be 

the next new thing, greatly expanding our ability to under-

stand variables and their effects. 

A proven method 

Networks are new to research and the social sciences but 

they have proven themselves in many other fields. They have 

served for years as reliable and valuable additions to the ana-

lytical armamentarium. So the bugs have been worked out 

and there are a host of highly useful applications. Work that 

was directly applicable to the development of Bayes nets 

goes back at least to the 1940s. Judea Pearl's Probabilistic 

Reasoning  in intelligent Systems: Networks of Plausible 

Inference, which discusses principles that underlie these nets, 

dates back to 1988. 

A network can be simple, like the example in Figure 1, 

which shows the relationship of cancer, bronchitis and abnor-

mal X-rays. (Set as it is, it shows what we can expect in the 

other areas if a person has bronchitis.) Networks can 
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Here are some applications: 

 

 Automatically finding meaningful patterns and 

connections among variables; 

 Getting accurate measures of variable strengths 

(for drivers analysis); 

 Screening large numbers of variables quickly 

(for data mining); 

 Linking questionnaire data to data from the out-

side world, such as market share; 

 Developing models of cause and effect (in the 

right circumstances); 

 Incorporating expert judgment into data-driven 

models. 

 

Everything Bayesian refers back to the work of 

the reverend Thomas Bayes, who lived an apparently 

quiet life in Tunbridge Wells, England in the 18th 

century. He published two books in the 1730s, but 

never the “Bayes’ theorem” that bears his name.   

Bayes’ formulation itself is simple. We should 

add that he never called it a theorem, and that any 

reasonably literate person could easily understand it in 

its entirety, aside from what one writer1 astutely calls 

the “goggle-making” formulation often used to repre-

sent it. 

Starting from Bayes’ 

straightforward assertion and 

arriving at many of the types of 

analyses that bear his name likely 

would have caused the good rev-

erend to take on a strange hue. 

The portrait at the left shows just 

what happened.  

We can formulate Bayes’ 

idea in a variety of ways. Let’s 

start with this more practical formulation: 

 

We start with “prior” (existing) beliefs, and we 
can update or modify these by using information 
on likelihoods which we get from data we ob-
serve. Adding this information gives us a new and 
more accurate “posterior” estimate. From this 
posterior estimate, we draw conclusions. 

That’s really all there is to it. 

However, it is usual to encounter this formulation, 

which can indeed make many readers’ eyes goggle: 

 
P(Bi|A) = P(A|Bi)P(Bi)/{P(Bi)P(A|Bi)} 
 

Yet this notation simply reflects what we said in the 

modest paragraph above.  

 

The Bayesian approach also includes the idea of 

“conditional probability.” This phrase appears promi-

nently in many discussions. However, a probability 

that is “conditional” on the data is no more than what 

we just described: an estimate of probability that is 

revised based on including information from data into 

some prior estimate or belief. 

become so complex that reading them 

becomes quite difficult.  Below in Figure 

2 is one that is nearly unintelligible, but 

that still works. It has a genuinely serious 

application, namely deciding whether to 

launch a missile. This at least should  

give us confidence that these Nets are in  

 

// data use 

Figure 1 

Figure 2 
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fact (and not just in metaphor) “battle 

tested.” 

Bayes Nets are a powerful and flexible 

set of approaches that can solve many 

problems. The variety of uses can range 

from brainstorming to highly sophisti-

cated modeling and forecasting systems.  
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The ground rules for networks 
Diagrams of variables are key 

A Bayes Net calculates relationships 

among variables and shows how they fit 

together. A diagram of how variables relate 

to each other therefore is integral. Some-

what more formally, these networks are 

based on “graph theory” and on “probability 

theory”—so grasping their workings re-

quires both a diagram and calculations with 

it.  

Looking at a network, you will see a fa-

miliar type of diagram, if you have experi-

ence with structural equation models 

(SEMs) or with partial least squares (PLS) 

regression path models. Variables are con-

nected with arrows, or arcs, showing path-

ways between them, and these lead to target 

variables. 

Directions are important 

In a Bayes Net, there must be directions 

between the variables and there cannot be 

any circular or “cyclic” pathways where a 

variable points back to itself. This is why 

these networks are sometimes called 

“directed acyclic diagrams”—or as you may 

encounter in the literature, DAGs. 

The arrows or arcs have a specific mean-

ing in these diagrams. However, this is 

largely intuitive. A variable at the start of an 

arrow leads to another variable, and in cer-

tain conditions we even can say that the 

starting variable causes the variable at the 

end.  Arrows can lead to or from a target 

variable. 

Terms and phrases: It’s all in the family 

There is of course some terminology to 

learn. (See Figure 3) Fortunately, much of 

this too is largely intuitive, and rather un-

characteristically warm and fuzzy for statis-

tics.  

 The variable at the start of an arrow is 

called a “parent.” 

 The variable at the end is called a 

“child” of the parent. 

 Children can have several parents and 

parents can have several children. 

 If there are two or more parents, they 

are called “spouses.” 

 A parent of a parent is a grandparent, 

and so on. 

 Variables are “dependent” only if they 

are directly connected. Children and 

parents are dependent on each other. 

Children are independent of grandpar-

ents and other variables further away. 

 Whether variables are dependent on each 

other becomes important when screening 

variables for inclusion in a model. One 

powerful screening technique is to include 

only those variables that are dependent on the 

target variable (its parents and children) and 

the other parents of any children. 

Closely connected variables have stronger 

effects, so this quickly eliminates less impor-

tant variables where there are many—as in 

data mining applications. This set of variables 

has a name also: the “Markov blanket.” (How 

Mr. Markov enters consideration is something 

to talk about another time.) 

Related to whether variables are dependent, 

there is another item of terminology that you 

may encounter. The variables have “edges” 

that go with the arrows. The “edge” of a child 

node points toward a parent node. 

Everything is connected: changes move 

through the whole network. Regardless of 

dependencies, all variables in a network 

change when one changes. This sometimes is 

described as “information propagating through 

the network.” The whole network is con-

nected. And indeed, as we will soon see, un-

derstanding networks as conveying informa-

tion is critical to their practical applications. 

This connectedness throughout the network 

also makes estimates of variables’ importances 

much more powerful and accurate than those 

we can get from regression-based models. 

Using regressions, we need to assume that 

when we change one variable, all others re-

main constant. This can happen if we set up an 

experiment, but with real-world data, this is 

hardly ever the case.  

However, with a Bayes Net, any effect we 

see takes into account all the connections to all 

the other variables. We are considering the 

entire system when we measure any effects. 

Network building ranges from simple to 

complex. As follows, when we are modeling 

relationships among variables, our choices in 

how the network gets put together are of prime 

importance. There are many, many ways to get 

a network assembled automatically. At their 

simplest, there are methods in which all vari-

ables get fit directly to the target variable as 

well as possible.  

This is very much like a regression where all 

variables are put in without screening to see 

which ones belong.  

 Networks at their most complex result 

from countless attempts to fit the data—

finding how variables best fit together to 

predict or explain the target variable. These 

methods use sophisticated tests to ensure that 

the network does not seize upon a connection 

that is good “locally” (where a variable is 

being added) but not good for the overall 

network.  

Did somebody say we can figure out 

causality? Finally, we did mention that we 

can, at times, see whether one variable actu-

ally causes another. The idea of finding cau-

sality in networks is quite intriguing. How-

ever, when we build a network from the data 

we typically use, we often discover that some 

arrows work as well in either direction. These 

directions are “equivalencies” and we must 

decide how the arrows point.  

Only if an arrow must point in one direc-

tion can we say that one variable causes an-

other. There are tests that determine this. 

 Unfortunately, rarely does the data we 

find in surveys have completely definite di-

rections among the variables.  

 

Conditional probability 
Bayes Nets involve conditional probabili-

ties, which in practical terms means how the 

distribution of values in each variable fits 

with the distribution of values in other vari-

ables.  

 More practically, networks can solve 

problems quickly that are difficult or elusive 

to solve using other methods. The workings 

of conditional probability can be difficult to 

envisions, so hold on and we will try two 

small examples: 

 The yellow taxi-while taxi problem 

 The “three door” Monty Hall problem2 

  

 

Figure 3 

// data use 
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The yellow taxi—white taxi problem  
There is an accident involving a taxicab. A 

witness reports that the cab involved was 

white in color. In this city, 85% of cabs are 

yellow and 15% are white. The police actually 

test the witness out on a street corner and find 

that he is 80% accurate at getting the cab’s 

color.   

What are the odds that the cab actually was 

white? We can solve this with a simple Bayes 

Net.  

Setting up the taxicab problem is straight-

forward. Recall that we can make a network 

ourselves by linking up variables, just as we 

can create a network from a data file. Here we 

will form the network by linking two events: 

the color of the cab and what the witness re-

ports as the color. Each event is called a 

“node.” (Figure 4) 

 We understand that the actual color of the 

cab leads to what the witness reports as its 

color, so we will draw a small network with 

the color of the cab leading to what the wit-

ness reports. 

First we set up the node showing the odds 

of a taxicab being yellow. (Figure 5) Next we 

set up the second node showing the odds of 

the witness being right about each type of cab. 

(Figure 6) 

Now what happens when the witness says 

he definitely saw a white cab?  

In the diagram, we will change the value of 

“What the witness says”  to 100% for white.  

Since cab color and what the witness says are 

linked (as we showed in the diagram), if we 

change the value of one node, the other will 

change along with it.   

So even though the arrow points from cab 

to witness, if we change the value for 

“witness”, we will see the change flow back to 

the likelihood of the cab being a given color.  

 

  

The three door “Monty Hall” problem 
This is a classic that has generated numer-

ous arguments among scientists, statisticians, 

random onlookers, and fans/foes of Parade 

magazine puzzle columnist Marilyn vos Sa-

vant. Here’s the problem: 

There is a prize behind one of three doors. 

You pick a door.  The sneaky game host does 

not tell you whether your door has won. 

Rather, he opens another door where there is 

NO prize. Then he asks whether you would 

rather switch doors OR stay with your door. 

What do you do? 

A statistician has shown on the Web how 

to get this nearly correct by setting up 10,000 

simulation runs in SPSS.4 We will solve it 

with a simple three-node network 

     Setting up is critical. First we have two 

independent events (Figure 8): the door you 

pick, and the door that wins. However, the 

door that is opened  depends on both your 

choice and the winner.  So these two inde-

pendent events are now linked by the event 

of the door being opened (it depends on both 

of them). 

Each of the independent events has a 

probability of 33% for each door. This part is 

very straightforward. (Figure 9).  

Now on to the key: Which door gets 

opened, based on which one you have cho-

sen. This is going to take some thinking, and 

echoing Mr. Yudkowsky above, this part is 

not completely intuitive.  

// data use 

Figure 4 
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As we can see, the odds of the cab actu-

ally being white is about 41.4%, given that 

85% of cabs are yellow and the witness is 

80% right in identifying colors.  

We have just come upon something diffi-

cult about Bayes Nets. We have just solved 

a problem that would have eluded most of 

us, neatly and simply. And yet, the correct 

answer seems strange. This is a difficulty 

we have with conditional probability. As 

Yudkowsky3 aptly puts it: “Bayesian rea-

soning is very counterintuitive.” 

In sum, we have an approach that is pow-

erful and hard to work out in our heads.  

Figure 5 

Figure 6 

Figure 7 
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 We have made a table (Figure 10) show-

ing what happens with your choice and which 

door wins. Here goes. The table starts by say-

ing you could choose Door 1, Door 2, or Door 

3. For each of your choices, the winner  could 

be any of the doors. So we have Doors 1, 2 

and 3 within each of the three doors as the 

headers for the rows, going down the right 

side. 

Now we have to cross these rows with which 

door gets opened. So at the top of the table, the 

column headers are “Open 1,” “Open 2,” and 

“Open 3.” We now start to see some sur-

prising relationships. 

Right away we can see that the odds of any 

door getting opened do not match. Just looking 

at this table, it seems lopsided, not what we 

would expect if the chances are even. A table 

with even chances would look completely 

symmetrical. 

 

Figure 8 Figure 9 

Figure 10 
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Anyhow, the (perhaps not) surprising 

answer to the three door problem: You should 

switch! 

The diagram in Figure 11 (following) may 

take a little explaining, but it shows the result. 

In it, we have moved your choice to “Door 

1.” Now door 1 cannot be the one opened, so 

the sneaky host opens Door 2. The bar in 

“Door the host opens” gets moved to reflect 

that.  “Your first choice” and “Door the host 

opened” have taken on a grayish color to 

show that they are being changed.  

Not only should you switch, but the odds 

favor you switching by 2:1 (66.6% for Door 1 

vs. 33.3% for staying with your door). The 

red arrow points to the door with the best 

odds of having the prize—namely, the other 

door. 

Now just to confirm that this is not a fluke, 

we change the doors. Now you choose Door 3 

and the host opens Door 2. Once again, the 

odds favor a switch: 66.6% to 33.3% for stay-

ing. 

If this seems confusing, if not impossible, 

you are in good company. About 10,000 peo-

ple wrote to Marilyn vos Savant when she 

published the correct answer, saying she was 

wrong. About 1000 of those people had doc-

torates. 

As we said above, the conditional logic 

used in networks is extremely powerful, but 

not always intuitive, even if it gets the correct 

answer quickly.  

To review, what tends to trick us is that the 

actions of the host have caused a link between 

two events that are otherwise independent. 

Now we see two points: (1) these events are 

connected, and (2) the choice the host makes 

connects them. We then can understand how 

change will flow through when one of the 

events changes.  

From a the perspective of looking at a net-

work, changes in probability must propagate 

(flow) through the network regardless of the 

way the arrows point. 

New statistics involved 
Networks can use standard statistical tests 

to determine structure, but these tests may 

pose problems. In fact, many problems related 

to networks are called “hard” in statistical 

language. Sometimes you will see the term 

“NP-Hard” (which also may describe the 

reading that follows). Practically speaking, 

NP-Hard problems can be insoluble—and that 

definitely would slow down your work. 

In a network, if we rely on tests of signifi-

cance, it is often difficult to choose the appro-

priate tests and good thresholds for those 

tests, because relationships can be numerous 

and highly complex. We also might be forced 

to reduce the number of statistical tests or 

reduce the number of variables processed, in 

an attempt to increase the tests’ reliability. 

Networks gain more power if they use 

“value of information” as a basis for under-

standing structure. Information has value 

inversely proportional to its probability. That 

is, describing high probability events has low 

information. Conversely, high levels of infor-

mation consist of describing low probability 

events accurately.  

This is not statistics as we have known it. 

Rather, testing balances the value of informa-

tion vs. the length of description in machine 

language.  

As you read about networks, you will en-

counter the Minimum description length 

(MDL) principle. It is based on the idea that 

any regularity in a data set can be used to 

“compress the data”—to describe it “using 

fewer symbols than needed to describe the 

data literally."5 

Therefore, the best explanation is the one 

that that minimizes description length while 

conveying the most information. As a general 

practice, information theory has sought to 

keep cost of describing the data equal to or 

less than the value of the information in the 

data. 

This is an excellent idea with very large 

data sets. There is plenty of data and it makes 

sense to balance how much information we 

gain precisely against how much effort it 

takes to describe that information. Using sur-

vey data and typical sample sizes, though, we 

may need to explore different ratios of de-

scription vs. information to see patterns 

clearly. the variance or pattern in the depend-

ent variable. 

 

May seem puzzling 
Regressions are equivalent to a “Naïve 

Bayesian” network. In a Naïve Bayesian net-

work all the variance in the target variable is 

portioned out to the dependent variables. And 

indeed, this is just what happens in a regres-

sion. 

This may seem puzzling (is this becoming 

a refrain?), but one way to describe the de-

pendent variables in a regression is as ex-

plaining the dependent. That is, each inde-

pendent variable accounts for some of the 

variance in the target or dependent variable. 

We have become accustomed to talking 

about the independent variables as 

“predicting” or “driving” the independent. 

However, if we think of the coefficients in a 

regression, we can see that each independent 

variable actually makes up some part of the 

total value of the dependent variable. We sum 

up the contribution of  each variable times its 

coefficient, and that total is the predicted 

value of the dependent. 

Bayes Nets of course differ from regres-

sions in important ways. Regressions are 

supposed to use continuous dependent vari-

ables (or with logistic regression, binary 

ones). Bayes Nets were developed for use 

with discrete (categorical) variables. Many 

programs that create and analyze networks 

still only can handle variables of this type.  

However, in recent years, networks have 

Quirk’s Marketing Research Review // March 2012 
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Figure 12 
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been extended and now can analyze continu-

ous variables as well. The math involved is 

very abstruse indeed—but it works. 

Regressions are supposed to have straight 

line relationships among variables. This 

means all relationships, not only between the 

dependent and the independents, but among 

all the independent variables as well. Bayes 

Nets can handle any regular relationship be-

tween variables, whether it is linear or not. 

Figure 13 (helpfully provided by a Mr. L. da 

Vinci), shows where each method is relatively 

likely to find success. 

 

Will find logical patterns  
We will return next month with two re-

markable examples of the practical uses of 

Bayes Nets, showing how they find logical 

patterns even in messy data, and then giving 

an example of how they linked questionnaire 

questions to market share with remarkable 

predictive activity. In short, we will see two 

demonstrations that show just how these Nets 

may be the “best newest thing” in understand-

ing data. Stay tuned.   

 

 
 
Steven Struhl is principal at   
Converge Analytic, Philadelphia, PA.  
He can be reached at smstruhl@gmail.com 
or smstruhl@convergeanalytic.com 
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T  his is the second install-

ment discussing the remarkable realm of 

Bayes Nets. This month, we will show 

aspects of what makes them so notable, 

giving two practical examples dealing 

with the type of messy data we often find 

at the end of a research study. 

In last month’s section, we covered 

some background, including what Bayes 

Nets do and what makes a Bayes Net 

Bayesian. We touched on some of the 

ground rules, and then discussed the cen-

tral concept of conditional probability.  

We also showed how conditional prob-

ability can solve problems that elude us 

intuitively, including the famous (or infa-

mous) Monty Hall “Let’s Make a Deal” 

problem, in which you will get to decide 

whether to stick with the door you chose 

or switch.  
 

Finding structure with a Bayes Net 
As mentioned back in the first part, 

Bayes Nets find patterns and connections 

in data. They seek out the best connec-

tions among sets of variables, showing 

which variables are most closely related 

and how all the variables in a data set 

work together to predict the dependent 

variable. 

 

In this example, we will show how one 

network found a compelling structure in 

a very messy data set. This was a typical 

sprawling questionnaire, where every-

body involved had a pet question or two 

(or four), and then of course expected 

their questions to appear in the final 

model. 

The more thoughtful people of course 

knew that all these questions were not 

needed—some items even could be spot-

ted right away as near duplicates—but 

this did not alter the strong general ex-

pectation that everything would get fit 

into the model. 

This type of data set often leads to con-

siderable frustration for the person 

charged with making some sense of it all. 

This is especially the case if developing a 

true multivariate model becomes an ob-

jective only after those involved say col-

lectively, “There is too much to make 

any sense of here!” following many man-

ful struggles with stacks of devotedly 

prepared cross-tabulations.  

There are only a few options for deal-

ing with such unruly data sets and mak-

ing a model with all or most of the vari-

ables. Both structural equation models 

(SEMs) and partial least squares (PLS) 

path models have been turned toward this 

use. However, both of these methods 

struggle with a large burden of variables 

to process.  

PLS path models require a great deal of 

testing and retesting, grouping variables 

and moving variables from group to 

group. Finally, with a large number of 

variables, none of the predictors seems to 

have much effect.  

Structural equation models share many 

of these complications, and also may fail 

to run at all. As these models grow large, 

they also need to include fleets of 

“unknown” quantities, typically not 

shown in any final discussion, but essen-

tial for the model to run. The large num-

ber of items and connections can be diffi-

cult to juggle. 

However, Bayes Nets do nearly all the 

hard work themselves. We will see part 

of what one revealed. The entire network 

was monstrous, with 54 variables con-

nected to the dependent measure (“I 

would use this again due to quality” on a 

likelihood scale).  

The excerpt in Figure 1 is still rather 

staggering. It comes from a study of a 

pharmaceutical product. The diagram 

following in Figure 2 shows how the 

network found logical arrangements in 

these variables 

So hold on—here is the list of variables 

and the structure we found. 

Bayes nets:  

understanding the 

best newest thing 

 

// data use 
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The complexity here can be daunting. 

Yet when we look carefully, one section 

at a time, there are many surprising yet 

intuitive relationships. For instance, start-

ing in the lower right corner, note how 

“inspires loyalty” comes from the idea 

that the company “has patients’ best in-

terests at heart” and that “good value” in 

turn supports “patients’ best interests.” 

Having the patients’ best interests at 

heart leads in turn to “has the highest 

ethical standards.” Good value also leads 

to “my first choice” and “brand I trust.” 

“Safe based on experience” is another 

variable with very close ties to “brand I 

trust.”  

Let’s zoom in and pull aside just the 

variables closely related just to “my first 

choice.” (Figure 3). Note that its closest 

connections are “good value” and 

“protects through the whole season.”  

These two most likely would have the 

strongest relationship with “my first 

choice.” These both seem to be more 

“hard edged” objective criteria. But then, 

the full picture involves still more con-

nections. Good value is linked directly to 

“(has the) patients’ best interests at 

heart.” So a drug is not really a good 

value unless the doctor believes the 

An effective medicine 
Only prescribe at  request 
Product reduces disease 
I know what to expect 
Meets expectations 
Preferred customer delivery plan 
Preferred customer discount plan 
Help with reimbursement 
Rep has earned my trust 
Good working relationship 
Rep educates staff 

Rep keeps me informed 
Rep is knowledgeable 
Good level of samples 
Highest ethical standards 
Professional in dealings 
Responsive to my needs 
Patient education materials 
Medication safe based on experience 
Provides good value 
Safe based on experience 
Deliveries as promised 

Protects through whole season 
Like to administer early 
Available early 
Ample supply 
Feel easy giving it all season 
Brand I trust 
Patients’ best interests at heart 
Inspires loyalty 
My first choice 

Figure 1 

Figure 2 
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maker cares about patients. 

Also back in the larger diagram, note 

all the variables that are not directly con-

nected with “first choice,” including the 

more relationship-oriented “responsive to 

my needs.” That is its own focal point, in 

fact (at the bottom somewhat to the right 

of center), where (rather neatly), 

“professional in dealings” and “deliveries 

as promised” converge with “doctor edu-

cation materials.” For some pharmaceuti-

cals, such as vaccines, it is key to doctors 

that they get the right materials that ex-

plain the applications and even storage of 

the product. 

Throughout the network there are other 

very logical-seeming connections. Any-

where we look, the chains of variables, 

and how they connect, makes sense. 

Note that not all the arrows go toward 

the dependent. But recall that variables 

will have effects on the dependent or 

target variable, regardless of which way 

the arrows point. 

The fit is very good, with 63% correct 

prediction of the target variable—very 

strong considering we used a stringent 

“hold out” testing method called “cross-

folded” validation. We can discuss “cross

-folding” at another time, but it does 

mean that the correct prediction level has 

been reached with stiff testing require-

ments. 

.  

 

Here we have an example where, 

thankfully, the predictor variables were 

heavily weeded.  This is based on an 

information technology (or IT) product 

and a very long questionnaire. The net-

work is represented more simply to fit on 

the page. (Figure 4) 

Correct prediction levels were very 

strong indeed for fitting questionnaire 

questions to behavior. This model was 

74% correct with the same stringent 

“validation” of results.  

Those of us who have tried using ques-

tionnaire questions to predict actual be-

havior know that this almost invariably 

has poor results when using regression-

based models. While networks do not 

always do as well as this one, they typi-

cally have outperformed regression-

based models on overall measures of 

model fit with a behavioral target vari-

able, such as actual use levels, buying the 

item in question, and so on. 

Recall that the network also determines 

the importances of the variables and sen-

sitivity of the dependent variable to 

changes in the independents. Adjacent on 

the page is perhaps the best variable-

importance-measurement chart that your 

author has seen. (Figure 5). It compares 

the effects of changing each variable to 

directly changing the dependent variable. 

This chart shows that, for instance, 

changing “gives me a competitive advan-

tage” has about 45% of the effect of di-

rectly changing the dependent. 

Beyond this, we have actual sensitivity 

of the dependent variable to changes in 

the independents. In Figure 6, we can see 

the range of expected effects associated 

with these importance scores. Here again 

it is really important to restate that this 

model does not show causation. So we 

cannot say, for instance, that changing 

the score on “gives a competitive advan-

tage” to 10 will increase signing up again 

by 12%  (going from 76% to 88%).  

We can say that if signing up ever 

reached 88%, then we would expect an 

average of 10 out of 10 points on this 

measure. Neither event seems that likely!  

We also can see that there is consider-

able “downside” risk to letting these 

scores slip. That is, very low scores on 

this measure are consistent with a very 

low rate of signing up again.  

Most areas have considerable 

“downside” risk—very low shares corre-

spond with their lowest scores. This 

would be expected where baseline score 

in each area are high and so could fall 

Importantly, we did not have to strug-

gle, trying to fit together this model our-

selves, as we would have needed to do 

with the SEM and PLS path modeling 

methods. We did have to give the model 

all of 20 seconds to run and do all its 

validation testing. Certainly there was 

advance time to make sure the data set 

was clean and ready to analyze.  

But beyond that, we just needed to 

follow a few relatively straightforward 

steps: 

1. Testing several alternative network 

building methods and seeing what 

they produced; 

2. Finding if adjusting the threshold for 

“value of information” affected re-

sults; 

3. Checking to see if further restrictions 

on the number of connections be-

tween parent and child nodes im-

proved structure; 

4. Testing a few connections to see if 

they could be reversed to clarify rela-

tionships; 

5. Trimming a few connections that 

were extraneous. There are a few 

characteristic forms of connections 

within networks that, based on experi-

ence, can be safely eliminated. 

 

At each step we checked overall net-

work performance based two criteria. 

The first, correct classification levels, 

will be familiar to those having experi-

ence with discriminant analysis. That is, 

we determine how well each value of the 

dependent variable is predicted. The de-

pendent variable in this example could 

take 10 values.  

We also tested information scores, not 

accepting a solution where the informa-

tion score was appreciably worse than 

the best we obtained.  

However, paramount was whether the 

network made substantive sense. Did the 

connections not only predict the depend-

ent variable, but did they convey a coher-

ent story about the data? Here we have 

both a coherent story and very strong 

overall predictive power.  

 

“Drivers” and linkage to share 
Understanding patterns in variables is 

valuable, but then other questions follow, 

most importantly:  

 What are the relative effects of the 

variables on the dependent variable, 

and 

 How strongly does changing each 

variable affect the dependent? 

Figure 3 
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very sharply.  We do notice that “gives a 

competitive” advantage and “effective 

communications” are the only areas that 

have much of an “upside”—that is, 

where gains would be associated with 

considerably higher shares. All the other 

areas are close to “saturation”—the point 

at which higher scores give minuscule 

incremental benefit, or actually may 

have reached it, as in the Web-related 

scores at the bottom. 

Reaching back to concepts discussed 

in the first installment, what makes these 

estimates so powerful is that all parts of 

the network are linked and so effects in 

changing one variable take into account 

all the other variables in the network. 

We do not need to assume, as we do 

with regression-based models, that when 

we change one variable all other vari-

ables remain constant. That kind of as-

sumption is very workable when we 

have a controlled experiment, as we do 

with conjoint analysis or discrete choice 

modeling, but it is not realistic when we 

are dealing with data gathered by ques-

tions and observations—as in a question-

naire. 

Bayes Nets move beyond a salient 

limitation in analytical approaches to 

Figure 4 Figure 5 
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date when finding the effects of variables. 

Assuming we reach a network configuration 

that makes sense, we see the most realistic 

estimates of how variables influence each 

other. 

What we cannot see here, unfortunately, is 

that the network diagram itself reflects how all 

variables change when we change any one of 

them.  When we manipulate any variable, not 

only the target variable, but all the other vari-

ables in the network change. The network 

diagram shows this in real time. 

 

The vast world of Bayes Nets software  
Software can pose problems. Programs 

present a confusing world of choices. Applica-

tions range from free to incredibly expensive, 

and from remarkably capable to nearly use-

less. Not all the free programs are of the 

“nearly useless” type, and your author is not 

yet sure that all the really expensive ones are 

“remarkably capable,” although we would 

believe so, since several have been selling at 

very lofty prices for years. (Unfortunately not 

all programs offer even limited trial versions. 

Fortunately, though, many do, and so you can 

try those before you buy.) 

Most programs can solve logic problems. 

That is, you can build networks in them by 

hand, as we did earlier, and use those net-

works to answer specific questions. However, 

there are many programs with salient limita-

tions. For instance: 

 Some only some allow editing of networks 

made elsewhere; 

 Only some can find structures in data; 

 Only some allow for multiple methods of 

searching for structure; 

 Only some give strengths of relationships. 

 Some do not even accept data files. They 

are just for solving logic problems. 

There are lists of Bayes Net programs you 

can refer to and explore. KBNuggets has one 

such list (http://www.kdnuggets.com/

software/bayesian.html), and it seems to have 

a good number of programs. Kevin Murphy at 

University of British Columbia also has a list; 

recently updated,  it has some helpful notes 

(http://www.cs.ubc.ca/~murphyk/Software/

bnsoft.html). Google once had such a list but 

apparently has abandoned it. 

From your author’s perspective, to make 

full use of Bayes Nets, you need a program 

that allows you to do the following: 

 Screen variables, 

 Find structures in data, 

 See the network diagram and edit it as 

needed, 

 Incorporate expert judgment with results 

from data, 

 Do what-if analyses, and 

  Summarize the effects of variables on 

a target or dependent variable. 

Some packages will do even more, such 

as:  

 Deal with “censored” data (data that 

is deliberately omitted, as in questions 

that are skipped in questionnaires), 

 Cluster variables based on similari-

ties, 

 Create latent variables from clusters, 

 Cluster respondents based on clus-

tered variables, 

 Find “optimal policy,” 

 Evaluate alternatives in terms of 

costs, 

 Include constraints on variables, 

 Include temporal (time sequence) 

relationships, 

 Include nodes representing equations 

and many other non-data driven fac-

tors. 

Admittedly, trying to do everything 

listed with one package will land you 

squarely at the more expensive end of the 

price continuum. And so far, no program 

has approached the “ideal” spot where 

costs are low and capabilities manifold 

and robust. Again, a number of programs 

offer trial versions that at least give some 

sense of what they can do. If cost is an 

issue, with careful searching, you should 

be able to combine two or more lower 

priced options to do all that you yourself 

find important.  

 

Well worth the effort to learn 
Overall, even if there is some need for 

exploration, the results are manifestly 

worth it. These are incredibly powerful 

methods and their capabilities are being 

expanded constantly. It may take a little 

time to master them, but Bayes Nets look 

very much like the next wave in data 

analysis, truly the “best newest thing.” 

They are eminently well worth getting to 

know and putting to use.  

 

 
Steven Struhl is principal at : 
Converge Analytic, Philadelphia, PA.  
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